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Abstract

of this study was t,o d.etermine the ord.er of
importance of components of juvenile correctional

The purr)ose

prograrEning as ranked by adolescent females currentrly

assigned to a probation officer in the juvenile correcEional

.

udicated ado lescent, f emales ranked in
order of their perceived import,ance thirty-one component,s of
sys tem

T\,.rentry-

correctional

two

ad

j

progirarnming

using a scale developed from

by trhe current literat,ure to be
important' for gender specific programming for adolescent,

component,s determined

f emales

.

The results of the study were that subjects rated component,s
add.ressing issues of physical safety, ed,ucat,ion, and

vocation as being of primar1,, import,ance . The subj ecEs also
stat'ed' that it was important, for them to maint,ain cont,act

with family

while involved in progrrarnming. The
study findings suggest. that progrrams d,esigneC Eo meet the
needs of adolescent females in E,he juvenile just,ice system
members

be community-based, ensure the physical safety of t,he
clients ser-red, and f ocus on ed,ucational anC vocational

ski1Is

d.evelopment.
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Gender

Specific Programming as Determined by Adol-escent Females in the
Juvenile Corrections System
CHAPTER

I nt

I

roduct i on

Statement of the Problem

This study addresses the issue of gender specific
programming f or adolescent girls

who are invoJved j-n the j uvenj-Ie

crj-minal system. Gender speci-fic programming is defined

as

"Comprehensive programming which addresses and supports the

psychosocial developmental process of female adol-escents, while
foscering connection within relationship in the context of a safe
and nurturing environment,, (Lindgren, 1996) .
Research indicates that adol-escent females are processed

wlth both Leniency and severity und.er the law (Nagel & Johnson,
19 94 ) . There i-s some evidence of paternalistic
attitudes of
predominantly male police officers

and judges: these attitudes

have resul-ted in adolescent females being gi-ven lenj-ency when it
comes to criminal activity,
but being given long-term reformatory
sentences for status or non-criminal- offenses such as running
away or promiscuous sexual behavior (Chesney-Lind, 1977) .

Gender Specific Programming

Societal attitudes tor.rard females are often that girls are
easily influenced and weak-wi11ed, and are not intentionally
independently criminal

(Reese & Curtis,

1991) .

2

or

At the same time

officials

within the crimj.nal- system have fel-t a strong need to

"protect"

the innocence of young girls

who appear to be "going

astray" (Bergsmann, 1989). These facts together have often times
resulted in the ignoring of adolescent female criminal behavj-or,
and the long-terrn placement of young girls
and institutions

in treatment centers

to protect them from negative influences

(Armstrong, L971).
Historically

and currently adolescent females const,itute

only a small portion of adjudicated juveniles
1993). Juvenile females normally constitute
of juvenile offenders.

(Chesney-Lind,

between 20t to 252

Because of this the majority of treatment

programs designed to reform delinquent juveniles

have been

developed to address the needs of adolescent males (Schwartz,

1991). Juvenile crime is on the rise for both males and females,
and while the percentage of offenses committed by females remains

to be srnall, the numbers of adolescent f emales involved in
serious and violent crime is rising

(Reitsma-Street, 1993).

Faced with the dilemma of treating

delinquent females,

treatment programS, both private and state-operated, have
resorted to adding a female wing or cottage to pre-existing
programs for males.

In this situation

the female becomes

a

Gender Specific Programming

minority

member

in an institution

that was never designed to

3

meet

her specific treatment needs (Roberts, Ig94).
One way by which this problem could be alleviated is by
fostering seLf-determination in juven!.Ie female offenders. Selfdetermination is listed as one of the important values of social
work practice (NASW, 1995) .

The National Associatj-on of Social

Workers Code of Ethics states that "Social workers engage people

as partners in the helping process" (1996, p. 6) . This incrudes
cl-ients having input into the design and implementation of the
programming by which

they are served. The authors of the report
A Conversation About Gir1s sta te that, 'tGirls need a voice in the
design, impJementation and evaluation of programs if the proposed
benefits are to have rerevance for them,, (1990, p. 4).
Therefore, this study seeks to gather input from the girls
are cl-ients of juvenile correctional- programming.

who

It is hoped this study wil-I help to determine the order of
importance of components of juvenile correctional programming as
ranked by adolescent f emal-es currently

active in the j uvenile

correctional

system. By knor"ring what the recipients of these
services believe to be i-mportant, it may be possible to better
plan and implement programming which will be deemed more relevant
and hence more acceptable by those who are served. The .resul-ts
of this study may provide j-nformation for those persons invo-l-ved

in planning and irnplementing programming for adolescent girls.

Gender Specific Programming

A variety of concepts and terms are used in this study.
Pl-ease see Appendix A

concepts and terms.

for a list of the definitions of these

4
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CHAPTER

II

Review of the Literature

History of the Juvenile Criminal Svstem i-n the United States of
Ameri-ca

As early as 1811 a sector of the American public began to

voice concerns over the imprisonment of children in adult prisons
and the punishment of delinquent children.

A group named the

Society for the Reformation of Juvenil-e Delinquents was formed in

7824. The objectives of the

members

of this group were two-fo1d:

to remove children from adult prison and to place them in a
separate facility, and to address juvenile delinquency through
rehabilitation instead of punishment. The first youth prison
opened in New York in 1825 and was privately operated with a

was

focus on education, industry, and the moral training of

delinguents (Krisberg, 1990) .
Throughout the n j-neteenth century youth pri sons were opened

in every state outside of the South. These prisons were
originally operated by private philanthropic groups, but due to
alleged abuses were taken over by state and loca1 governments
(Krisberg, 1990) . rn L869 a system was developed to hold
juveniles accountable once they had appeared in court; this
system was the foundation for juvenile probation (Abramovitz,
1988)

. In 1899 the first

Juvenile Court was established in

Gender Specific Programming

Illinois

and was mandated to handle delinquent and neglected

chil-dren. This court was designed to deal with j uveniles who
violated state Laws and municipal ordinances, as well as
juveniles who were truant, run-aways, or chronically disobedient
(Krisberg, 1990).
Juvenile courts were established to be separate and distinct
f

rom the adul-t criminal court system on the theory that it

is inequitable to hold a child totally responsible for her
mj-sdeeds because of her immaturity and susceptibility to
corrupting influences. ..the goal of the juvenile justice
system should be retraining rather than punishment.

The

court therefore acts in its "parens patriae,, role as
guardian of the child rather than as prosecutor ( Juvenile
Court Records, 1986, p. 381).
P'lr LJ
1 025

DJ

most states were operating separate juvenile courts

j-n conj unction with j uvenile probation.

The goals of the

juvenile court, probation, and youth prisons were "To save a
chil-d f rom becoming a criminal, or continuing a career of crime"
(Krisberg, 1990, p. 490),
The first

therapeutic model of combating juvenile

delinquency began in 1931 with the ,Cevelopment of the child
guidance clinics.
Child guidance clinics were attached to the
urban j uvenile courts with the purpose of providing a highly
individual i zed treatrnent plan

f

or each del-inquent j uvenile

.

5
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'1

Socia1 workers and behavioral scientists

operated these clinics

based on the theories of Freudian psychology (Abramovitz,

The children's

1 98 B

)

.

court and child guidance clinic model

dominated juvenile justice until the end of the Second Wor1d War.

At this time the emphasis of j uveni-Ie j ustice turned its f ocus on
the decriminalization and deinstitutionalization of status
offenders who were accused of truancy and running-away, due
process in juvenile court dispositions, and the diversion of
offenders to community-based programs. (American correctional

Association,

1986 ).

In 1967 the

Supreme Court developed

a detailed 1ist of the
rights of the juvenile offender which included the right to be
notified of charges, the protection against self-incrimination,
the right to confront a witness, and the right to a written
transcript of the court proceedings (Krisberg, 1gg0 ) . Al_so in
1 9 67 a movement began to implement cofirmunity based
court
diversion programs for delinquent youth and to reduce the number
of youths held j-n detention centers (American Correctj-ona1
Associati-on

In

1985).

4 the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency prevention Act
was enacted by Congress and mandated the removal of status
191

offenders from secure confinement and the complete removal of
children from adult jails (schwartz, Steketee, & Schneider,
1990). Between

Lg'l

4 and L979 the number of youths held in

Gender

correctional facilities

Specific

Programming

decreased. This was largely due to

I

status offenders being sent to community based diversion programs
(Sarri, 1983) . Admission to privately operated training schools
remained constant during this time, and data shows that female

status offenders were sent to private reform schools rather than
being diverted to conmunity based programs (Krisberg, 1990) .
This may be due to the fact that there was less community-based
programming available for juvenile females than for juvenile
mal-es.

Also during this ti-me states began to implement harsher
penal-ties for serious juvenile offenders which lead to longer
juvenile sentences and ease in transferring juveniles to adult
court (Schwartz, 1990). The phil-osophy behind this movement was
that juveniles should be held accountable for their crime, which
is a divergence from the parens patriae model of guardianshrp and
rehabilit,ation. This "get tough on crime" philosophy has
predominated the juvenile justice system throughout the 1980's
and 1990's paralleled with the increase in violent juvenile crime

(Krisberg,

1990)

.

An example of the "get tough on crime" initiative

is the

Extended Jurisdiction Juvenile category. In 1995 the Minnesota
Supreme Court enacted the Extended Jurisdiction

which a1lows for

a

with a stayed adult

j uveni

1

e

sent ence

JuveniJe category

to rece j-ve a j uvenj-Ie disposition

for an offense committed.

Under

Gender Specific Programming

this policy if the juvenile fails

to cooperate with the j uvenile

placement, coilrmits a new offense, or violates probation, he or
she is automatically transferred to the adult court and carries

out the stayed adult sentence (Minnesota Supreme Court, t992) .
The Female Juvenile Offender: Systematic Paternalism,

Chiva1ry, and Protection
Society

Chivalry is defined as bravery and courtesy and has j-ts
origins in the English medieval system of knighthood (Col-Iins

English Dictionary , 7992) . The term "chivalry" as used in this
study refers to the way that

women

receive preferential and/or

patriarchal treatment during the criminal justice process
(Arrnstrong

,

t977

; chesney-Lind ,

198 8;

Nagel & Johnson, tgg4;

Visher, L983).
When applied

to the crimj-nal j ustice process there is
evidence of chivalrous behavior on the part of professionals who
are predominantly male and who hold positions of IegaI power.
These professionals have been found

to give leniency to female

suspects with the expectation that in return females will adhere

to social norms of "appropriate" female behavior (Chesney-Lind,
1988).

9
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Parents often have a different set of standards for male
femaJe chiLdren, and

therefore report female children for

different types of

fenses (Armstrong,

of

1-97'7;

Chesney-Lind,

10

and

t9'7'7

& 1988i Gelsthorpe, 1986; Henggeler, Edwards, & Borduin, 1987;
Shelden, Horvath, & Tracy, 1989) .

Girls who act out sexually are

seen by both parents and society as deviant and in need of

protection

; Bergsmann, 198 9; Chesney-Lind , 7911 ;
Flgueira-McDonough, 1985; Gelsthorpe, l-98 5; Norland & Shover,
1911; Reese & Curtis, 1991).
(Armstrong

,

l9'71

An example of this double standard is that the criminal

files of girls usually contain references to their sexual
activity; such i-nformation is rarely found in the files of

boys

(Bergsmann, l.9B9) .

Girfs who adhere to socj.aI norms for female
behavior are given leniency by societ,y and 1aw of f icials, even
criminal offenses, while girls who violate social
norms are prosecuted more severely than their male counterparts
when committing

(Armstrong

,

!971

; Balthazar & Cook, 1984; Bergsmann, 1989;

Chesney-Lind, L97-l & 1988; Feeney & Rol1 , \gB4i FigueiraMcDonough , 198'7 ; Horowitz & pott j_eger , Lggl; Reitsma-Street,
1993; Sarri, L983).

Cou

rt

s

Adolescent female offenders most often come into contact
with the criminal justice system due to their commitment, of a

Gender Specific Programming
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stat,us offense (Caplan, Awad, Wilks, lilhite, 1980; FigueiraMcDonough, 1985;

Sarrj-,

1983)

. Females arrested for status

offenses such as truancy and running away are detained for longer

periods of time than are boys (Balthazar & Cook, !984;
198

9; Chesney-Lind, l-988;

Fe

j es-Mendoza,

Bergsmann,

Millerf & Eppler,

l-995;

Horowitz & Pottieger,1991; Reitsma-Streetr 1993; Sarri,1983;
Schwartz, 1990; Steketee & Schneider, 1990).
Adolescent females are given more lenient sentences for

criminaL offenses than are males, but are given harsher sentences

for sexual misconduct. Fernales were found to be arrested for
prostitution at a much higher leveI than males, and females were
more likeIy to be adjudicated for prostitution than any other

criminal offense (Bergsmann, 1989; Caplan, Awad, Wilks & White,
1980; Chesney-Lind, 1988; Feeney & RoI1, 1984; FigueiraMcDonough, L9B7; Gelsthorpe, 1986; Horowj-tz &

pottieger,

1991;

Nagel & Johnson , Lgg|; Phillips & DeFleur , L982; Reese & Curtis,
1991; Sarri, 1983).
Feeney and

RoIl (1984) found that fema]es accused of

murder

were given harsher sentences by mal-e j udges than were male
j uveni.les committing

the

same crime

; Feeney and RoII

(1

9I

speculate that this is due to society's vj-ew of violence
unacceptabi-e in f emales.

fl,rlg*I,;irg i.lrril*.9*

f,-rhrmrg

4

)

as
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Pol i ce

Research indicates that historically

females who violate

law are treated with more leniency than are
1-971; Horowitz & Pottieger,

L99L; Visher, 1983).

predominantly male police officers
f ema.Le

mal-es

interact

(

the

Chesney-Lind,

When

with adole s cent

suspects, the relationship devj-ates f rom one of law

enforcer and law violator, to one of man and girl

Curtis,

991; Visher ,

. Armstrong

(Reese

&

) states that pofice
often decide not to arrest girls who cornmit minor offenses to
save them from the stigma of appearing in court. Chesney-Lind
1

L9 93

)

(t977

(791-l) and Caplan et aI . (1980) srate that police routj-nely

ignore girls accused of criminal- ac+,ivity and arrest those
suspected of status offenses.

Visher (1993) conducted a study in which poflce officers
behavi-or toward male and

female criminal suspects.
drfferent
suspects.

criteria

Visher found that police used

in thei-r deci_sions to arrest male and fernale

Police decided to arrest females based on a

limited set of individual

characterist,ics

more

such as suspect' s race,

age, and demeanor, whereas males were arrested based on a wider
set, of variables j-ncluding personal characteristics and
situational- variables.
This finding is reinforced by Sarri (1983) and Nagel and
Johnson (1994) who found that a fernal-e's sex, race, and family

Gender Specific Programming

characteristics

13

had a high level of j-nfluence on the disposition

of the female offender,

Female

suspects

who

violated society's

norms f or f emale behavi-or were afforded less chivalry than were

females urho adhered to society's social codes for female

behavior.
Bergsmann (1989) and Caplan et aI .

(

1 98 0

) found that females

are arrested more for sexual and relational acti-vities than for
criminal- misconduct, and are sanctioned differently

than males

who act out sexually.

Probation Officers
Juvenile court disposition

and sentencing is found to be

highly correl-ated with the probation officer's recoilrmendations
(Walsh, 1984) . Therefore it is important to examine the genderbiases in probation officer's

thoughts, beliefs

since these biases wilL directly
s

entencing

and attitudes

affect recofirmendations

and

.

Sagatun (1989) conducted a study in which probation officers
answered open-ended guestions describing what they felt

attributes

of juvenile delinquency.

guestions five attributions

were the

Erom the open-ended

to delinquency were found: peer

conformity, parental conformity, conformity to sex role
stereotypes, sex typing of crime, and self-image. of the
probation officers in the study 53 .3% said that they use

Gender

different

Specific

Programmi-ng

explanations for mal-e and female delinguency; while

14

43.5% said that they attributre male and femaLe delinquency to the
same causes.

The most frequently mentioned factor in both male and female
del j-nquency was

peer conf ormi-ty. Male probation of f icers

were

more Iike1y than femal-e probation officers to use peer conformity

as an explanation for delinguency, and female probation officers
used peer conformity more frequently as an explanation form mal-e

delinquency. The second most freguently mentioned factor
differed for girls and boys. Both male and female probation
of f icers used

'trebelJ-ion against the

f ami

Iy" as the second most

important f actor for girls . For boys, conformit,y to trad,j-tional
norms was stated as the second most important explanation for
delinquency (Sagatun, 19Bg) .

bias is also evident in the gualitative responses of
the probation officers with male delinguents being described as
Gender

"f un loving with a spirit

of adventure", and f emale del-inquents
being described as '*wil-l-fu1 and destructive". And probation
officers of both sexes held delinquents of the same sex more
responsibl-e for the delinquency than delinquents of the opposite
sex (Sagatun, I9B9).
Wa1sh (1984) conducted

a study to determine whether fema.l-e
probation officers were less sexist in their attitudes towards
sexual assaul-t and victimi zat j-on than were male probati-on

Gender Specific Programming
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Wal-sh found that female probation officers

of ficers.

recommended

more lenient sentences for sexual assault perpetrators and
appeared to ascribe blame to sexual assault victims who did not

resist the assault.
(1991) conducted a case study investigation

Reese & Curtis

to determj-ne the role of the juvenile probation officer's
in the disposition

of female status offenders.

(1991) collected self-administered
probation of ficers.

Reese and Curtis

surveys from juvenile

The survey inc-l-uded the following

inf ormation: The probat j-on of f icers'

background characteristics,

inf ormation on their work with j uveniles, thei-r attitude
j uveniles in general, their

etiology,

attitude

The officers

of disposition

toward.

toward delinguency and its

toward juvenile justice

and their attitude

strategies.

gender

interventj-on

were then asked to make recommendations

on a chosen research case. The case invoJved

white j uvenile female charged with running away from her
Reese and Curtis

(

19 91

)

f

a

home.

ound that f emale probation of f j-cers

were no l-ess like1y than the male of f icers to detain the j uvenile

in a reformatory.

Female officers

were found to be less likely

to advocate for therapeutic institutionalj-zation
officers.
supervision

I4a1e officers
f

more punitive

than were male

were found to recommend in-home

or the j uvenile, whil-e f emale of f icers
sentences.

recommended

Gender Specific Programming
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Characteristics

of the Female Juvenile Offender

GeneraL Description

The following is a general- description

characteristics

of the

of the f ema1e j uvenile of f ender. Although

adoLescent female offenders oft,en display high leve1s of

resilrency and personal strengths, it is important to note that
j uvenile females enter the criminal

system with a variety

problems and disadvantages. Not every characteristic

of

described

is evident in each offender, but several of the characteristics
together correlate highly with female j uvenile delinguency.
Demoqra phic

Information

The average f emale j uvenj-Ie of f ender is between f if teen and

sixteen years of age (Bergsmann,
percent are vj-ctims of physical

LgBg)

and /

.

Between sixty

to seventy

or sexual abuse (Bergsmann,

1989; Chesney-Lind, 1988; crespi & Rigazio-Dici1io,

lgg|;

Hunter,

Lexier, Goodwin, Browne, & Dennis,1993; Kashani, Daniel, Reid,
Sirineck, 1984; Lewis, yeager, Cobham-portorreal, Klein,

&

Showalter, & Anthony, 1991,- Myers, Burket, Ly1es, Stone | &. Kemph,
1990; She-l-den, Horvath, & Tracy 19Bg; zinsmeister, 1gg0).
Most j uvenile

f

emale of f enders live in an urban envj-ronment

(Bergsmann, 1989; Rantakalrio,

Myhrman, & Koiranen, 1g95) and
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have comrnitted a status offense such as running away from the

home. Sometimes the status offending leads to the committing of
more serious crimes in order for the girl

to support herself

economically and protect herself physically

(Bour, Young

&

i{enningsen, 1984). AIso, juvenile femal-e offenders tend to
members of a gang or gang af f iliated

be

(Chesney-Lind, 1993,'

Randal-I, Shelden, Tracy, & Brown, 1996), and are chemical and
substance abusers (Bergsmann, 1989.' Kashani et a1., 1984;

et dI.,

Farni J-y

Lewj-s

1991; Myers, Burket, Lyles, Stone, & Kemph, !990).

Characterj-stics

Juvenile female offenders often come from single parent
families,

divorced families,

or dysfunctj-onal homes (Balthazar

&

Cook, 1984; Crespi & RigazLo-Dici1io, Lgg6; Heckel & MandeII,
1; Henggeler, Edwards, & Borduin, 1987; Lewis et dI . , 1991;
Rantakallio, 1995; Wood, 1990,' Zinsmeister, 1990). Often times
1 98

these girls
(

will

have a strained relationship

Fejes-Mendoza, Miller

is al-so

common

& Epp1er, 1995; Heckel et aI.

for these girls

1gB1 )

,

rt

to have a family member who abuses

substances ( Crespi & Rigazio-Digilio,
df.,

with their mother

19

96; Fej es-Mend oza, €t

1995), and a family member who has been incarcerated

(Bergsmann' 1989; Crespi & Rigazio-Digilio,
1984).

1,995; Kashani et al

.
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Educational and Vocational Skills

Development

Juvenile female offenders often have educati.onal
dif ficul-ties.

They have high rates of intellectual

impairment

and are often high schooJ dropouts or j-n special education

classes (Bergsmann, 1989; Fejes-Mendaza, €t &1., 1995; Heckel
MandeII, 1981; Lewis et dI.,

1991; Rantakallio et af. f995)

&

.

This may be partly due to the fact. that juvenile female offenders
often have a negative relationship
authority figures

(

Fej es-Mendoza,

with teachers and other
€t dL , f 9 95 ) .

As well

as

being educationally impaired, the juvenile female offender often
lacks adeguate work skills
Iiving a crime-free life

and other social skills

necessary for

(Bergsmann, tg89; Kashani et aI.1984;

Lewis et al-. 1991).

Social Skil-l-s Development
The majority of juvenile
esteem

and /

female offenders have low self-

or l-ow positive seJf -concept

(Bergsmann

,

198 9 )

,

and

often have friendships which are unstable and conflictual
(Marcus, 1995).

Due to coming from a dysfunctionaL family these

girls may also lack the social supports necessary Lo guide them
successfully through adolescence.
Juvenile female offenders are found to be present time
oriented and unwilling to delay gratification
(Davids & Falkof,
197 5 ) . In addit j-on, they of ten times have low competence in
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finding appropriate leisure activities (Widmer, ELl-is, &
Trunnell, l-995) . These two factors combined increase the

19

li ke]ihood of invol-vement in delinguent behavior .
Juvenile female offenders who abuse substances are further
delayed in their devel-opment of social skills . Phillips,
Phil1ips, and Davidson (19?5) conducted a study to determine
whether drug abusing adolescent girls who are delinquent have

different characteristics than non-drug abusing adolescent girls
who are delj-nguent. The authors found that adolescent girls who
are delinguent and abuse drugs are more resentful of work and
competitionr r€spond to traumatic events with depressj.on, overindulge in food, have paranoia, are seclusive, lack remorse and
guiJ-t, are unreliable and untrustworthy, f ail to learn f rom
experience, have phobias, are weak in ego strength, and exhibit
less anger and aggression than mernbers of the control group of
non drug-us ing deri-nguent adolescent girls

.

In regard to j uvenj-Ie f emale of f ender' s mental health,
Myers, Burket, Lyles, Stone, and Kempth (1gg0) conducted a study
to determine the Diagnostic Statistical- Manual-III (American
Psychiatric Assocj-ation,

) diagnoses and of f enses of
adolescent girls who are delinquents, one hundred percent of the
girls fulfilled the criteria to be diagnosed with a conduct
disorder - Eighty-seven percent of the girls fulfilled the
criteria to be di-agnosed as substance abusers. Sixty-six percent
1gg

0
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were dj-agnosed as being depressed and forty-seven percent were
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diagnosed as having an anxiety disorder.

Females Who Commit Status Offenses

Status offenses are offenses which would not be illegal
committed by an adult.

if

Currently truancy, curfew violation,

being unmanageable, violating liquor laws, and running away from

the

home

are the most common status offenses comrnitted by

adolescent females (Shelden, Horvath, Tracy, 1989). Several
authors have found that most status offenders commit other
offenses also (She1den, €t aI., 1989) but do not offend in

a

pattern of beginning with status offenses and escalating to more
criminal offenses (HeI1ey, 1983; Rankin & WeI1s, 1985; She1den,
et df ., 1989; Fjel-d,
When

status

Newsom

& Fjeld, 1981) .

adolescent f emales' first

the

cont.act wi-th court is for

a

ori-ty return to court f or a second or third
offense (Shelden, €t eI ., L989), but not for a more serious
of f ense

ma

j

fense (Ke11ey, 1-983; shelden, et dI . , r989) . She1den, et aI.
(1989) found that those who are referred to the court for
viol-atj-ons of liquor lav+s I lruancy, and curfew violation were
of

found to escaJate into criminal- offenses more than runaways and
unmanageable s .
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Current policy in many states

on how

2t

to process status

offenders mandates that court diversion or in-home and incommunity programming be offered to status offenders rather than

detaj-ning them in secure detention

(

Criminal Justice Newsletter,

1981; Lewis and Hess, 1981).

Femal-es Who Commit

Criminal Offenses

Gang Involvement

Adolescent f emal,es' invol,vement with ilIegaI

street gangs

has traditionally

been defined as auxiliary in that the girls are

only peripherally

involved in the gang. Girls' involvement with

gangs traditionally

has been to conceal and carry weapons for the

boys, to provide sexual favors for the boys, and to fight girls
who are auxiliary

members of rival

gangs (Chesney-Lind,

19 g3

,-

Shel-den, e t EI ., 1996) .

Within the Last five years there has been an increase in
independent femal-e gangs which are self-governed.

Documentation

shows that these self-governed, independent femaLe gangs are
becoming more aggressive, violent,

which are typically

and are involved in crimes

carried out by males (Balthazar & Cook, \984;

Baskin, sommers, and Fagan, 1993; shel-den, €t aI ., 1gg6) .
Commonly

female gang members state that they j oin gangs out

of a need for belonging, social interaction,

and safety.

Female
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gang members are IikeIy
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to live in poverty with little

of how to change their social position
Shel-den, €t El ., 1996) .

knowledge

(Chesney-Lind, 1993;

They have grown up observing or being

direct vict,im of physical and sexual violence, have unstable
abusive homes and use the gang as.a means of re-creating

a

and

a farnily

system, are physically and verbally abused by romant j-c partners,
drop out of school before obtaining a high school diploma, are
likely

to become teen-age parents with the father of t.he child

being absent, view society as being racist and sexj-st, desire
respect, and have f amily mem.bers, f riends r or romantic partners
who are also involved in a gang (Chesney-Lind, 1993; Shelden, €t

dI., L996) .
Chesney-Lind (1993), and Denmark and Rutschmann-Jaffe (1979)

view this increase in violent gang behavior in girls

as

a

paraIIeI to women's gains in eguality through the feminj.st
movement. Ad1er (1975) states, t'Is it any wonder that once

women

are arrned with male opportunities they should strive for status,
crimj-nal- as well as civi1,

channels?" (p. 34).

through established male hierarchical

Denmark and Rutschmann-Jaffe (1979) state,

"What has changed is not women's motivations,

but the way in

which these motivations find expression and support in the
existlng social scene" (p.

53 )

.
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Prostitutron
The literature

shows

that juveni-Ie female prost.itutes

generally crave love and attention, have high levels of
depression and anxiety, and have 1ow self-esteem. Often times

uvenile f emale prostitut.es have a negative perception of males
Juvenile female
which may result from past victimization.
j

prostitutes often have difficulty

differentiating

love from

abuse

and may view money as a representation of, or a payment for love

in the family of origin (Bour, Young, & Henningsen 1984; Jesson,
100?\
TJJJJ

t

Most adolescent female prostitutes are victims of child
sexual- abuse or have had an early onset of sexual experiences and

have a family of origin which Iacked structure and boundaries.

Often times these girls will- commit other status offenses such

truancy and running away from

home

or institutional

care.

as

Many

young girls turn to prostitution as they have financial needs

that are unmet through Iega1 employment (Bour, Young,

&

Henningsen 1984; .Tesson, 1993 ) .

uvenile prostitutes are also f ound to score at lower
levels on tests of moral maturity and coping than do female
Femal-e j

;

uveniles who are not engaged in prostitution and are defensive

their irregar sexual behavior (Bartek, Krebs,
& Taylor' f 993) . And fj-nalIy, Shelden, Tracy, and Brown (1996)

when confronted on
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f

ound a high correlati-on between f emale gang membership and
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prostitution.
Hcmicide, Vio1ent, and Sexua1ly Viol-ent Acts

Adolescent f emales committed one in seven violent
crimes in

19

j uvenj-1e

94 and f ernale j uvenile violent crime has increased

125% bet,ween 1985

and 1994 (Juvenile Offenders and Victims f 1996,

p. 11).

Juvenile femaLes now account for one of five aggravated
assaults committed by j uveniles, and gj-rl s were placed in

detention centers at an increase of 23* between L989 and 1993,
compared

to an l-8t percent increase for boys (Fisher & parrish,

1996)

s may be involved in violent crirne due to
the f ol-lowing three factors: they want to cast-of f trad.itional
gender-typed behavior and want to adopt a more masculine role,
they are finding their icientity in a time when women's
traditional roles are being rej ected and young women are being
Fema1e adoles cent

given permi s sion to act i-n non-traditional ways, and they f eel
they are unable to live up to the role expectations placed on
them

by their parent.s, school, and peers (Balthazar

Norland & Shover, l97j

)

5.

Cook, 19g4;

.

Bal-thazar and Cook (1984) conclude that intellectual

deficiency and an urban setting correlated positively to
delinquency- Coming from a divorced or single parent home was

-t
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also found to be a factor related to violent criminal activity
(Balthazar & Cook, tg84; Crespi & Rigazio-Digilio, 1995) .
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However, when Balthazar and Cook conducted a study to determine

the relationship of these variables to female juvenile crime,
signifj-cance was found only in the variable of coming from a
divorced or sj-ngIe parent

home.

Balthazar and Cook found that girls from d.ivorced or single
parent homes drove a car wj-thout a license, were truant f rom

schoolf ran away from home, hought or drank aIcoho], and had
sexual relationships more than girls frorn intact homes.
Adolescent females raised by a mother alone were twice as likely

to engage in violent acts as adolescent females raised by a
mother and father (l-984).
Baskin, Sommers, and Fagan (l-993 ) f ound that f emales r+ho
commit violent crime generally t' . . . grew up in multiproblem
households where the absence of conventional role models, socia1

support and material resources weakened the sociali zation

functions of the family. They experienced detachment from
conventj-onal institutions, such as schoor, marriage and
employment" (p. 413 ) .
Baskin,

Sommers and Fagan

(1993) al-so explored the societal

factors contributing to female violent crime. The authors found
that economic and social dislocation through the ghettoization of
the inner cities and the growth of the drug market

have
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contributed to female invoLvement in violent crime.
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The authors

also note that due to the large numbers of urban males who are
incarcerated, women now have more opportunity to become
participants in the drug trade and other illegal vj-olent acts.
Many girls and women are forced or coerced by male partners
into committing violent acts (Baskin, €t dl. , f993 ) Also, single
mothers may commit violent acts in order to provide economically
for their dependents. An additional group identified is females
are addicted to a substance and therefore use viol-ent crime
as a means of supporting their chemical- habit.
who

SexualIv Violent
Hunter, Lexier, Goodwin, Bror^rne, and Dennis
the psychosexual, attitudinal,
of j uvenile

f

(1993

) studied

and developmental characteristics

emale sexuaL perpetrat.ors .

The researchers used

an

intervi-ew Proces s to determine the early development of the
perpetrator, her history of maltreatrnent, her psychological
perceptions of sexual- vi-ctimization experj-ences, and her history
of perpetration and sexual deviancy.
The authors found that of a sample of ten females, nine had
been diagnosed with post-traumatic stress disord,er, and al1 ten
had a diagnosis of mood disturbance. Eiqht of the fernales had
been physically

abused, with six bei-ng abused by more than

one

individual . All ten females reported being vict.ims of sexual
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abuse, and that the abuse preceded their

first

act of sexual

perpetration.

Commit Homicide

Crespi and Rigazio-Digilio
Pincus

(1

982

(1996), Lewis, Shanock, and

) and Danief and Harris

who murder are more likeIy

are more likeIy

to kill

to kiII

(1

982

) all found that girls

a family member, whereas boys

acquaintances or strangers.

Goetting (198I) found homicidal femaLes to be a "person
disadvantaged along multiple dj-mensions, and in many ways

isoLated from mainstream culture"

(p.

1,86)

.

Goetting goes on to

state that females who commit homicide are generally poorly
eguipped to overcome daily obstacles of poverty and vj-olence.
They are often limited

in educationaL and occupational resources,

have low social skills,

and have street sense but not the skiIls

needed to advance to a higher social position.

Russell (1985) found that adol-escent fema]es who commit
homicide often lack a supportive and caring family system

and

have been exposed to '*overwhelming emotional forces and

disruptive life

circumstances" (p. 175) .

He found that these

females were often abused, had an underdeveloped sense of self,
and had not developed a normal capaclty to rel-ate to others.
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Sel-f-Muti]ation and Sel-f-Abusive Behavior
Although sel-f -mutilation

and self -in j urious behavior is not

found to be directly linked to or a predecessor of suicide, it is
j-mportant to note that over half . of female of fenders state on a
self-report

test that they have attempted to commit sui-cide

(Bergsrnann, 1989; So]omon & Farrand, 1gg6)

.

In A Re ort

on

Special Populations (1991) conducted by the Minnesota Department

of Education the authors found that two thirds of adolescent
females in residential treatment in Minnesota have attempted to
commit suicide. And Ross (1980) states that, "Suj-cide may
actually rePresent an extreme form of self-injurious behavior,,
(p. 2'78).
Research suggests that self-mutilation may be viewed as

form of protest against ilI-treatment,

a

a way of escaping from

a

negatlve situation' a means of communicating the need for help,
manj-pulation or emotionaL blackmail to gain attentionr a rel-iever

of tension and stress, a way to gain a sense of being alive and
being j-n control of onesel f , a manipulation of a suicidalgesturet a form of retaliation against punishment, a response to
abandonmentr Erl anger coping method, evidence

of self-hate,

and/or socially learned behavior (Ross, Mckay, plarner, & Kenny,
1978; Solomon & Farrand, 1996) .

Gender
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Self-mutilation has been found to be linked with sexual
abuse and sexual dysfunction (Ross, 1980) .

Self-mutilation

has

been theorized as a way to suppress unacceptable sexual

fantasies, a symbollc masturbation or sexual st-imulation, and a
means to sexual- gratif ication . S j-omopoulos in Ross et aI . (1" 97 B

)

states that:
The self-cutter opens up symbolically through her cutti*g,

multiple little

female genitals on her skin, which

become

available for uninhibited touching, handling and all sorts
of manipulation (p. 376).
Solomon and Farrand (1996) conducted an in-depEh case study

of four adolescent girls involved in self-injurious behavior and
found that self-injury is a way for adolescent girls to transform
emotional pain into more manageable physical pain. The authors
state that emotional pain j-s unmanageable because its origins are
ambiguous and unclear and

its feelings intense and confusing. In
comparison, the origins of physical pain are self-evident and the
response to the pain is medical rather than psychological.
The subj ects found the inj ury to be a preferred means of

ional release s ince crying was f ound to be unaccept.abl e to
the subj ects . One subj ect stated t,hat she needed to f eel the
pain of the injury before she could allow herself to cry, she
emot

legitimized the crying by linking it with t,he physical pain
rather than the emotional pain (Solomon & Farrand, 1996) ,
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was
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found to be one way that
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abused fernales who are detained or feel like they have little

control over thei-r lives can garn

a

sense of power and control.

The subj ects stated that t'f f I i^iant to do it then I will because

it' s my body. No one

stop me from doing Lt" (Solomon

can

Farrand , 1-996, p. 118 ) .

The link between emotional release and

control was theorized by the authors to be indicative
society in which

&

women are

not

encouraged

of

a

to express emotions

such as anger and pain, and are not given autonomous control over

their own lives.
Ross et aI. (1978) studied a s ample of adolescent female

offenders at a trai-ning school who were involved in carving their
skin with sharp objects. The authors sought to determine the
relationship

between the suhj ects who self-mutilated

demographic variables,

social-situatj-ona1

and their

variables,

personality

variables, and freguency of attempts to escape from the training
school - The subj ects most frequently carved on their legs and
arms, and then on their

f

ace, stornach and breasts in that order

(Ross, et dl ., 1978).
None of the subjects had carved prior

institutionalization

at the training

to their

school .

The subj ects

reported feeLing angry or depressed at the time of the carving,
and seventy percent carved when alone. The maj ority of the
subj ects reported that the carving was not painful

an4 that it
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provided a feeling of satisfaction,
order (Ross et dl .,
Subj

L97B )

stupidityr

or sadness
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in that

.

ects who had carved only once were found to be less

pathological than subjects who carved freguentty.

And subj ects

who carved freguently attempted to escape from the school more

often than those who carved only once or had never carved.
Recidivism was not

f

ound to rel-ate to the self -mutilation.

A majority of the subjects carved the initials
who were also detained at the t.raining school .

were named '*love1ights" .

a lovelight,
lovelight,

of friends

These f riend,s

The subj ects reported carving to please

to demonstrate affecti-on, to seal a pact with a
to demonstrate anger or pa j-n causeci by a lovelight,

to

demonstrate jealousy, or to manj-pulate for a lovelightrs

attention.
f

These carvings are demonstrative of adolescent

emales' need f or j-ntimate relationships .

The lovelight

system

is a way by which the females maintained intimate relationships
in an institutional
setting.

Programmin q

For Adolescent Females i-n Corrections

The following components of programming have been identified

as being effective

in addressing the needs of adolescent females
invol-ved in the j uvenile corrections system. In addition to the
f

ollowing components, aI-l- programs f or ado-Lescent f emales shouLd
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include individualized Ereatment plans (Leschield & Thomas,
l-985 ) , methods tro predicE, early in treatment the reasons f or inprogram failure, and effect,ive program evaluaEion t,ools which
include input from the client,s being se:-red (schwartz & orland.o,
1991; Shorts, L986; Short,s , t988 ) .
Education and Skil1s Devel opmenE,

Orlando (l-991) recortrnends Ehat. close attent,ion be given to
the gaps in eaucation that are present in many young fernale
of f enders

. Orlando

) st,ates that "Of trhe U. S. training
school populaEion su:-reyed in L987 , less t,han thirty percenE of
the f emales were in school at the t.ime of commitment o (p . 5 ) . He
add's t'hat there is tremendous need for educational prografiurring
i+hich will serve pregnant and. parent,ing of fenders.
(Lggl_

orlando (l-991-) emphasizes that progirams se::rring adolescent
girls mus t f ocus on t.he barriers that. these clientrs f ace in
society- He st'ates that "Ed.ucating young women on sex-role
stereotlping and gender biases

and. encouraging females

to

advantage of opportunities often rese:-red. for males are
needed se:rrices" (p. 5)

Eaj<e

much

_

The Correct'iona1 EducaEion Association also add.resses the

for e'ducat.ional equity for female offend.ers (Bergsmann,
1919) - It mandates that^ "Instltutions housing females provide

need'

education programs and access to comrnunity programs and resources
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equitabl-e with those provided f or maLes within the systern" (p.
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'76).

Bergsmann (198 9 )

states that adolescent

tend to "...underestimate their abilities,'

full range of career opportunities,

f emal-e of f enders

fail to consider a

become pregnant and

then

single parent, p€rform poorly in school; be overly dependent

a

on

fear success and assertiveness; and have an excessive
need for external approval" (p. 11). Because of this Bergsmann
young men;

(1989) recommends that institutions

provide these young women

with an educational program which meets community standards,
incorporates special education, and exposes females to nontraCitional vocations.
MiL1s and Mills (1995) conducted a study to determine

adolescents' attitudes toward f emal-e gender roles . The authors
found that- adolescents often hold stereotypical attitudes toward
gender roles.
recommend
women

The authors, r-n agreement with Bergsmann (198e),

that curricula

be

developed which challenges young

to consj-der nontradj-tional vocational- training

and

other researchers also found that education on the
variety of opportunities availabl-e to women and the encouragement
employment.

of girls

to explore non- tradi ti

goals is benef icial
et dl.,

onaJ_

educational- and vocationaL

to j uvenil-e f emale of f enders (Fejes-Mendoza

1995; Jaffee & Ricker, 1993; SchwarEz

&

Orlando, 1991).
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Bergsmann (1989) adds

that the goal of educational

should be to 't. . . enhance sel-f-esteem through academic

vocational education programs that instill
Bergsmann (1989)
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programs

and

conf idence"

(p.

1'l )

.

further states that the educational curricuJum

used should incorporate the contributions of women and

minorities.

Bergsmann's final recommendation is that the staff

in correctional- prograrns must encourage female participation in
all aspects of the educational process and in all program
decision making.
Mil-Jer, Trapani, Fejes-Mendoza, Eggleston, and Dwiggins
(l-995) echo Bergsmann's recommendations by stating that
programming be developed

for young female offenders which focuses

on academic achievernent, vocational training, social- skil-Is
development, and emotional development, and should focus on the

unique needs and development of adol-escent females.
Mee (1995) recommends that programming for adolescent femal-e

offenders include the j-nvoLvement of students in decision making
on the curriculum used. Mee (1995) recommends that a diverse

curriculum be utilized which represents women and people of color
j-n history, science, and rnathematics. Mee (l-995) adds that
ment.ors from professions which

are non-traditional for women
should be used along with a wide variety of programmi-ng which
assists all- students in developing their individual ta1ents.
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Final recommendations are that programming for adolescent
girls in Ehe juvenile corrections system focus on social skilIs
development and interpersonal skills
Fejes-Mendoza, €t dl.,
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training (Bergsmann, 1989;

1995; Mathur & Rutherford, L994). This is

especially important when consj-dering the high level of
importance adolescent females place on interpersonal
relationships coupled with the f act that j uvenile f emal-e
offenders often have difficulties maintaining positive
reLatj-onships with family and peers (Fejes-I'lendoza, et dI ., 1995;
Marcus, 1996) .

Envi ronment

Gayol (1995) found that through providing programming in an
alI female environment in which the staff purposefully sought to
creaie a warm and nurturing relationship with the adolescent
females, self-esteem increased as demonstrated by the group
members exhibiting an increase in feelings of joy, confidence,
and hope. Gayol (1995) also found. that this environment enabled
t he f emal-es

to

ga

j-n a sense of ident.ity as young women and

a

sense of their own Fersonal value.

In studyj-ng mixed-gender therapeutic groups Brown and Mistry
(1994 ) f ound that 'tPatterns of social- oppression wi1l be repeated
in social group work practice unLess active steps are taken to
counteract these tendencies and replace them with a culture of
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empowerment" (p.

5)

. Therefore, if males and females are in
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a

group together, the males will control- how the group functions.

In order for a mixed-gender group to be successfulr the
facilitator

wiLl need to continuously work to

empower

the female

group members. Due to this finding an all-female environment

may

be more conducive to the treatment of adolescent females than the
mlxed-gender group setting.

SeI f-Concept

Silver (1996) conducted a study to determine the differences
in attitudes of delinquent j uveniles tor^rard self and others as
expressed through drawings and stories.

The author's findings

suggest that when an adolescent engages in delinquent behavior
and is then incarcerated, positive feelings of self are

decreased, and wish-fulfilling

fantasies and hopes for

success

are decreased or completely extinguished.

Zingraff (1980) found that for juvenile fernales, being
deprived from effective participation in the system hy which they
are imprisoned caused them to be more IikeIy to engage in
negative and oPPositional- behavior . Zingraff

(1

98 0

) states that,

"To the extent that they are at the bottom of the organizational
hierarchy, and feel powerless to control even the most mundane
aspects of their 1ives, inmates will respond in a fashion that is
not conducive to formal- organizational goals,, (p, 2gG) .

Gender
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progiramming were f ound

to
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be

conducive with the goal of enhancing seLf-esteem and self-concept

in adolescent females: the celebrating of change and growth
(Gayo], 1995) , use of positive reinforcement (Gayol, 1995),
encouragement
encouragrement

of expression of emotion (Solomon & Farrand, 1996),
of individuation and differentiation which is found

to lead to creativity, leadership skiIls development, non-verbalexpression, expression of differing opinions, and the development
of individual identity (Whitney, Sagrestano, & Maslach, !994) .
Education on sex-role st,ereotyping, education on societal-

barriers to

women

and gender biases, and role modeling of self-

advocacy were also found to be beneficial (Whitney, et. aL lgg4)

.

Social Supports
Community based programming i s recofitmended by several-

authors as it, al-1ows adolescent female offenders to continue
relationshlps with f amj-1y, f riends, and others who are invo1ved
in a supportive relationship

with the girl

(Bergsmann, 1989,-

Bowe

& Snarr, 1986; Leschied & Thomas, L985; Schwartz & Orlando,
1991) .

In regard to socj_aI supports within the program, Z ingra ff
(1980) found that, ",..the degree to which inmates are ahle to
create and maintain interpersonal relationships wj-thin the
institution has a positive effect upon females. . . . Priority of
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seems
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to insulate

the pressures to conform to the inmate normative
system" (p. 28'7). Zj-ngraff (1980) also found that for female
femaLes from

prisoners, the placing of priority upon fellow inmates for
support reduces the negative impacts of heing confined to
pri son setting

a

.

Physical Hea1th
Recent research into the effects of physical activity

on

gir]' s self -esteem has lead Jaf f ee and Ricker (f 993 ) to concl-ude
t.hat'*. . . . girls. . .derived pcsitive

self-esteem from sports

through challenge, achievement in sports, risk-taking
and skilI

development. Additionally,

the...girIs

experj-ences

also derived

posj-t,ive self-esteem in sports through the approval of others
a belief that girls

and

in general are capable and able to play

sports weLl-" (p. 26) .
Recommendat.j-ons

girrs to participate
traditionally

are that programs provide opportunities

for

in ar1 kinds of sports including

male sports.

The purpose of girl's

involvement in

sports is to show girls that physical activity is fun and to aid
j-n positive forms of socialization and competitionr ds well as to
increase physical health and self-esteem (Jaffee et dI ., 1gg3).
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Mental- Health

As previously noted, the maj ority of adolescent females
enter j-ng the j uvenile j ustice systern have been victims of some

type of abuse. In addition, many of these girls are also
involved in substance and chemical abuse. It is therefore vital

that any program designed for adolescent femal-es address these
j-ssues. It is also important that programs for girls be staf fed
by professionals who are equipped to address a variety of mental
health issues. Orlando (1991) states that, **...young women are
often victims of sexual abuse...programs need to use trained
sexual abuse counsel-ors to detect prior abuse and provide

appropriate treatment" (p. 5) .
Recommendations f rorn Reports

The 1986 Pub1ic Policy for Corrections makes the foI I owing
recommendations

for programming for adolescent female offenders:

. Del-iver services appropriate to the needs of female
offenders.
a

Assure access to a range of alternatives to
incarcerat

j-on

,

Thi

s would include community prograrrs r

chemical dependency programs I education and employment

training, and the maintenance of family and conrmunity
ties.
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Provide acceptabl-e conditions of conf inement, including
appropriately traj-ned staff and sound operating
procedures that address thi

t

s

population's needs.

Provi-de access to a ful-l range of work and programs

designed to expand the economic and social roles of
women.
a

Prepare females for the job market through skill
devel opment and work release programs.

a

Facilitate

trhe maintenance and strengthening of family

ties, particularly

those between parent and child.

This

would include the offender spending extended periods of
time with family members and other supportive adults.
er programs on marr j-age, f amily and parenting.

I

Of f

a

Address issues of sexual, physical- and emotional abuse.

a

offer services which restore and maintain women's
physical and mentaL well-being.

a

Address the physical and emotional needs of women by

provj-ding educatj-on on pregnancy, a fu1I medical staff
including a mental health worker and physicians
specifically trained j-n femal-e physiology and mental
health.
e

Provide access to release programs that assist
girls

women and

in establishing housing and economic stabj-Iity,

strengthen family relationships.

and
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Provide gradual transition prograrnming which is

a

community

based and invol-ves counseling and continued

accountability.
In 1990 the Minnesota

Women's Fund

adol-escent feroales in Minnesota.
t j-tled Ref

The

lections of Risk: Growing

Up

conducted a study

on

report from thj-s study is
Fema1e

in Minnesota.

in Minnesota are taught from an early

authors found that girls

age that they are valued less in society than boys.

A second

finding was that girls

in Mj-nnesota are taught by society that

violence against

is acceptabJe. It was also found that

girls

women

The

in Minnesota were valued based on their physj-cal appearance

and thei r relationship

to others .

The study concl-uded with the

following recoilrmendations f or programmi.ng for adolescent girls:
e Provi.de adolescent girls
. Create opportunities
vocational skills
e

Addre

s

with choices about their Iives.

for economic independence and

development.

s the i s sue of viol- ence against

women

.

. Teach responsible sexual behavior and pregnancy
prevention.
. Repl-ace negative soci-etal and media messages with
positive and realistic
I Provide girls

role models.

with opportuni-ties to discuss the issues

they are facing in order to prevent isolation.
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in 1990, makes the following recommendations: Adolescent females
should be provided with a girls-onIy program which is emotionally
r r€Iat j.onship f ocused, involves the girl' s
continuing connection with community and relatives, is strengths
focused, talent developing, includes the availability of mentors,
saf e and nurturing

offers sexual health education, and inc1udes vocational training
in non-traditional careers. The girls being served by the
program should have input into the program development and design

and shoul-d

In

be

invol-ved j-n

1993 Hennepin

ma

king decis i ons about the program.

County conducted a study to determine

programming needs for adolescent

females. The Report of the

Hennepin Count v Study Commj-ttee for Girls Program Alternatives
s

tated that programming should include the forlowing (p. 4):
a

An educational and vocational component

a

Independent living

a

Parenting education

a

Physical health education and services

t

Education on sexuality and chemical use

a

A female-only environment

a

Culturally

a

Mental- health educat ion and servi ces

t

A physically safe environment

skills

traj-ning

sensitive prograrnming
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Continued involvement of girls with their community and

family.

In 1995 the }4innesoLa

Women's Fund conducted

a study to

determine the impact of social systems on the development of
sel-f -esteem

in girls.

The report.

was

titled

Socj.al Systqms,

Gi:l-s, and Sel-f Esteem and the authors' recommendations for girls
programming included the promotion of gender and racial balance

in the program staff, the teaching of women's history from the
perspective of women in all cultures, cooperative educational
settings that are all-femaIe, role modeling and mentoring
adult

staff, and the promotion of girls'
non-traditional classes and training.
women

by

participation in

In 1997 a report was conducted by the Office of Criminal
Justj-ce Services.

The rep ort is titled

Gender

Specific Services

and the aut.hors recommend that programming for adotescent females

focus on relationshrp building I offer the opportunity for ski1l
development,, be for girls

only and separate from boys'

programming, promote prof ess j.ona1 and emotional- success, and

honor cultural

differences.

The authors also recommend that

programming focus on the development of self-identity

esteemr women's health issues,' sexuality,

physical fitness,

and sel-f-

mental heal-th issues,

pregnancy and parenting, female abuse and

victimi zalion issues, and spirituality.
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Review

Adol-escent f emales who enter the j uvenile corrections system

bring with t.hem problems which are multi-systemic and complex.
Theref ore, FrogrammJ-ng and treatment designed f or these girls

must be comprehensive and multi-faceted.

which will

effectively

When

designing a program

meet the needs of adolescent females,

professionals must include the following components:
rEducational and vocational skills development including
education on women's issues, societal- barriers
advancement, and the opportunity for girls

experiment with non-traditional

to

womenrs

to learn about

and

vocations and careers.

rMenta-l-

heal-th services staffed by professionals who are
t'rained j-n adolescent female development and who posses the
skill-s necessary to address girl's

abuse j-ssues and chemical

dependency issues.

rf physical health program which incrudes access to
physicians trained in female hearth, prenatal- care, and sexuaJ_
hearth care. Al-so incl-uded 1n physicar health is acces s to
sports and fitness programs where the girls have the opportunity
to participate in team sports and non-traditional athletics.
rft physically and emotionally safe environment where girls
feel- they have voice and in-put into decision making, have
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rThe inclusion of social supports by providing community
based programming where girls maintain relationships with family
members and

friends from the community. This would also include

the use of mentors and a focus on the development of posj-tive
peer-peer and peer-staff relationships.
rA variety of j-n-program methods designed to assist the

gj-rls in exploring and enhancing their self-esteem and selfconcept. This wouLd include exploration of women's issues,
sexual- identrty'

body j-mage, spirituality,

cultural awareness and

pride, and activities to develop individual talents.
The goal of this study is determine which of these
components adolescent females

feel are most important to be
prcvided in a correctionaL proqram. While the literature shows
that all of the components are important in address5-ng the needs
of

rls, it is important for program deveropers to have
knowi-edge of which components adolescent females feel- are
gi

most

vi ta1 so that programs can be designed that parallel- the stated
needs of girls.
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CHAPTER

III

Methodology

This study involves sj-ngle population research and is noncomparative. The study is descriptive in nature and includes
quantitative data and qualitative responses derived from a
nonprobability purposive sample. The method of anatysis is
inductive and invol-ves the ranking of components of j uvenile
correctionaL programming as determined by means testing (Rubin &
Babbie, 1993). The research tool was a survey form usi_ng a
Likert type scale and one open-ended statement (see Appendlx B).
The sample included all adolescent females in Ramsey County who
were adjudicated and assigned to a probation officer at the time
of this study (see Appendixt c for Augsburg college,s

Institutional Review Board Approval)

.

Sample Sel-ection

The sample was obtained from the Ramsey County Juvenile

Corrections drvision and inci-uded 1008 of the adolescent females
assigned to 30 juvenile probation officers in Ramsey County's
Community corrections Juvenil-e Delinquency unit. The survey was
administered to 2'13 adorescent fema]es.
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Contact of ,Larticipa_qts

After discussing the study with the researcher, ['{r.

James

Hayes, Director of Juvenile Probation, Ramsey County, gave

ccnsent for the research instrument to be maiJed to each female
cu

rrent I y on juvenile probation in Ramsey County (see Appendix

D)

.

Mr. Hayes gave oraL

direction to the three supervisors of

the three j uvenile probat j-on of f ices to have each of the
probatlon officers of these offices make a l-ist of the names and
a current address of the females on their caseload.
These lists were given to the office secretary at each of the
three offices.

The lists

were

col-lected by a Volunteer in

Corrections appointed by Mr. Hayes r-o assist in the research

process. The Volunteer in Correctj.ons collected the lists from
each office and addressed the envelopes which had been prestuffed by the researcher. The Volunteer in Corrections then
mailed the envelopes to the subj ects. The researcher had no
access to the names of the subj ects in this study to ensure
anonlrmity.

Gender Specif
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Protection of

Human Sub-jects

This study was bot,h voluntary and anonymous and the
identity is confidential.

sub

j ect'

The envelope containing the survey

mailed to the parent or guardian of the subject and included

s

was

a

letter stating the voluntary and anonymous nature of the study.
A second consent form was included for the subj ects which further
described the voluntary and anonymous nature of the study. Both

the parent/guardian's and the subject's consent Eo participation
in the study was obtained. The survey stated that no identifying
information beyond age and race was to be included in the
responses.

Included in the envelope was an addressed stamped envelope
and a separate stamped postcard. The postcard was j-ncluded f or
subj

ects

vrho wished

to receive a copy of the sunmary of the

findings of the study. The cover letter gave instruction for the
postcard to be mail-ed separately from the survey t.o further
ensure anonymity by separating identifying informatj-on from the
survey responses.

Gender Speci-f
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Instrument Design

Thirty-one components of juvenile correctional prograrnming
were identified through the review of the literature.
Lindgren
(1996) conducted a study using 22 of the components to determine

which of these practitioners felt were most important. This

study was designed to determine whj-ch of the 31 components

identified through the riterature the adolescent grirls themselves
felt were most vitaI.
The subject.s were asked to rate the importance of each
component using

a scale from 1 to 10, with 1 being not important
and 1 0 be ing very irnportant, . The sub j ects were then a s ked. to
list' additional comPonents of programming which they fel-t were
important hut were not inc1uded j-n the survey. This was f ollowed
by three demographic guestions on age, race and ethnicity, and
offense history. The questionnaire was four pages long. A copy

of the guestionnaire is incruded in appendix B.
The instrument was pre-tested on two groups of adoLescent
girls- The first group was comprised of seven adolescent girls
housed in the Ramsey County j uvenile detention center . The
second group was comprised of e]even girls enrolled in a court

ordered delinquency prevention, conrmunity based program j-n

Ramsey
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County. Modifications were made to the instrument in response to

the pre-tesL findings and subject's recommendations.
Data Collection

The survey packets contained a letter of support for the

research from the director of the program of the subjects being
surveyed, a one page cover letter addressed to the parent or
guardian of the subject, a one page cover letter addressed to the

subjectr a two Page parent/guardian consent form, a two page
participant consent form, a four page guestionnaire, one
addressed stamped envelope, and one addressed stamped postcard.
The survey packets were mailed on March 24,

7991

.

All

completed questionnaires returned by July l, L99'7 were incl-uded

in the data analysis. Twenty-two questionnaires were returned
and lncluded in this study.
Data Analysis
Means tests were conducted to determine the rank order of

the importance of components of j uvenile correctional- programming
as oetermined by adolescent females. Means tests were conducted
on the 31 components separately and on the five sub-categories.
See appendix E for the components organized by sub-category.

The
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researcher controlled for the three age categories, but the
categorie

s

of race/ethnicity

and offense history were disregarded

due to the small sample size.
The researcher conducted means tests on the component

'tspirituai-ity" controlling for race/ethnicity
c

omponent

s '* i sms " and '* cu.l- ture "

comb j-ned

and

on the

controlling

f or

race /ethnicity.

The qualitative responses are recorded using the subject's
own

language. The major

researcher.
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themes were

then

suilrmari

zed by the
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CE.APTER TV

Findings

Quantitative Data Findings
Subj ects were asked

considered

31 components

to give a rating of how important they
of correctional programming.

The

scale

used contained 10 possible responses with number 1 being not

important and number 10 being very important.
Description of

Sub'j ects

The study population for this research included adolescent
f

emales assigned to a probation of f icer j-n the j uvenile division

of probation in

Ramsey

County, Minnesota. The survey

was

administered to 273 adolescent females. Of these, 22 surveys
were returned for an 8* return rate.
The

sub

j ects were

Age

/Ethnicity
Level of Offense
Race

as

ked three dernographic questions

:
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Age of Subj ects

Of the 22 subjects, one was between 11 and 13 years of age;
fourteen were between 14 to 15 years of age; and seven were
between 71 to 19 years of age.

Race/Ethnicity of Subjects
Twelve subj ects identified themselves as Caucasian, five

identif ied themsel-ves as multi-raciaI,

two j-dentif ied themselves

as Native American or American Indian, one identified herself
Hispanic or Latinor one identified herself as Asian, and

as

one

identified herself as African American.
to the Jow response rate, the category of race and
ethnicity was collapsed into two groups. Category one contains
the subj ects who identified themselves as Caucasian. This
Due

category contained L2 subj ects .

Category two contains the

subjects who identified themselves as being of a race or
ethnicity other than caucas j-an. rh:is category contains 10
subj ects and is l-abeled Non-Cau."=ilrr.
The guestion of leve1 of offense was disregarded as the

majority of respondents stated that they were unsure of the level
of offense.
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antitative Data:
The subjects were asked to rank the order of importance of

of juvenile correctional programrning using a scale of
1 to 10, with 1 being not important and 10 being very important.

components

Figure 1 on the following page displays the means in descending
order for the thirty-one components, The higher the mean rating
the higher the leve1 of importance as perceived by the adotescent
f emal-e subj

ects

.

Specific

Gender

Programming

Figure 1. Order of Importance of Components j-n Descending
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The subj ects as a who.l-e reported that f eeling physically

safe and having programming which addressed their educatj-onaI and
vocational needs were of prirnary importance.

Having contact with

family members was also rated as important.
Inltially

the researcher placed the component of an a11-

girls program in the sub-category of physical safety.
component of feeling physically

safe was rated as most important

by the subj ects, but the cornponent of an all-girls
rated as least important .

The

program was

The data ref-l-ected that the subj ects

did not equate an all-female environment with physical safety.
Therefore, the component of an all-girls
program was pfaced in
the sub-category of self-concept.
Additional components rated as having a low 1evel- of
importance were those addressing spirituality
and / or religion,
self-mutilation,
and sexual identity.
The researcher then conducted means tests on the
components controlling

for race/ethnicity

31

using the two

categorj-es:
rCaucas i an
rNon - Cauca

s i.

an

Caucasian subj ects ranked physical- saf ety as being rnost

important, followed by family involvement, education, and job
skiLls- Non-Caucasian subjects also ranked physical safety as
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being rnost important, f olJovred by j ob s kJ-11s, choices, and health

care. Both groups ranked spirituality and / or religion and a
program for girls only as being the least important. These
f

indings are di splayed in Fj-gure 2 , ,A and B on the f ollowing

pages.
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Means by Sub-Categories

The researcher conducted means tests by grouping the

individ,ual components into five sub-categories.

31

The sub-

categories were then labeled (See Appendix E):
rPhys i

cal- Heal th

rlt{entaf Health
rEducat,i-on and SkilLs Development

rSoclal Supports
rSel- f

-Concept

Overa11, the subjects rated components relating
hrealth as being of primary importance,

skills
health.
page.

f

to physical

ollowed by education and

development, social- supports, self-concept,

and mental

The results are displayed in Figure 3 on the following
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Means controlled

for Sub-Categories, Age,

And

Specific

Component s

The researcher conducted means tests by grouping the

31

individual components i-nto five sub-categories controlling for
age. The subjects were placed in three age categories: 11-13
years, 14-16 yearsr & 17-19 years. Figure 4 on the following
page displays the order of importance of the suh-categorS-es as
ranked by subj ects in the three age categories

.

, L1-l-3 year ords, contained only one
subject. The subject rated the sub-category of education and
Age categoxy

one

skiIIs development as being of primary importance, followed
socj-al supports, rnental healthr s€lf-concept, and physical

by

health.
Age category two , !4 - 16 year oIds, containe,C f ourteen

. The

ects rated the sub-category of physical health
as being of primary importance, followed by social supports,
subj ects

subj

education and skills development, self-concept, and mental
health.
Age category three, ]-J-19 year oIds, contained seven

subjects. The subjects rated the sub-category of education and
skilIs development as being of primary importance, followed by
physicar hearth, seLf-concept, social supports, and mental
heatth.
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Figure 4. Order of Importance of Sub-Categories By Age
G

roup s

MEANS OF SUB.CATEGORIES AGE GROUP 1, 11.13 YEAR OLDS
o

education and skills development

socialsupports

8.17

mental health

7.E3

self-concept

7.78

physical heatth

7

01

234

5678910

MEANS OF SUB.CATEGORIES, AGE GROUP

2,1+16 YEAR OLDS

physical health

8.64

soclalsupports

8.21

education and skills development

8

self-concept

7.09

mental heatth

6.97

)

0

3

5678910

4

MEANS OF SUB.CATEGORIES AGE GROUP 3, 17.19 YEAR OLDS
education and skills development

physicalhealth

8.43

+

8.19

self-concept

6,98

socialsupports

6.9
-f

mentalhealth

6.62
0

1

2

3

4

E

b

7

I

I
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The researcher then combined the means for the following
component s :

rcultural awareness and pride
rdiscussion of prejudices, stereotypes, racism. sexism

and

d,iscrimination
The combined means were controlled for race/ethnicity.

Race

and ethnicity were broken down into two groups:
rCaucas

ian

oNon-Caucasian

The researcher also took the mean for the component of

spirituality
ethnicity.
following

and/or religion and controlled for race

and

The resul-ts are displayed in Figure 5 on the
page.

Caucasain subj ects rated both the component of spirituality

or religion and the combined components of discussion on
discrirninations and cul-tural awareness/pride as being of slightly
and /

higher importance than did non-caucasian subj ects

.

Gender

Figure 5. "Isms" & *'Cu1ture"
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and

'*Spirituality & Religion"

Controlled for Race/Ethnicity

ISMS AND CULTURE CAUCASIAN

8.42

ISMS AND CULTURE.
NON-CAUCASIAN

7.18

6.4

6.6

6.8

7

7.2

7.4

7-6

7.8

B

8.2

A.4

8.6

MEAT{S

SPTRITUALITY AND/OR
RELIGION.CAUCASIAN

SPIRITUALITY AND/OR
RELIGION.NONCAUCASIAN

4.72 4.73 4.74

4.8

4.75

4.7s

4.76

4.77

i{EANS

4.78 4.79

4.8

4.81
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Qualitative Responses
The gualitative portion of the survey included one statement

for the

subj

ects to respond to:

*PLEASE WRTTE
PROGRAMS
Re

spons

IN

ANY OTHER ITEMS YOU FEEL ARE IMPORTANT

FOR

TO HAVE. "

es

ect B 'tl,es s nosy s taf f members . My opinion is that the
correctional program doesn't help and itrs nothing but
Sub

j

trash. rt didn't help

to go to school. rt scared me to
be away from my family and f opened my eyes and realj-zed f
need an education. seriously some peopre donrt deserve
me

probatj-on and sheiters.,,

Subject C **They should have people check on the shelter

. Have us write about how it was in there. I was fed
moldy rotten food and then got yelled at for throwing it
homes

away".

ect O "Time to go out with your friends . More visits
with parents and family,,.
Subj

sub j

ect s *Al1owed to tal k to your

Analysis of

Qual- i ta

t ive

f ri-ends,,

.

Responses

Four of the 22 subj ects gave a gualitative response for
response rate of 2BB.

a
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One common theme from

the qualitative responses is that the

girls place a high value on the maj.ntenance of contact with
friends and family members. This finding is consistent with the
research which suggests that the obtaining and maintaining of

relationships are of primary importance to adolescent girls
(Bergsrnann, L989;

GiIIigan, Lyons, & Hanmer, 1990).
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CHAPTER V

Discussion and Implications
The program components addressing issues of physical safety,

education, and vocation were of primary j-mportance to
subj

ects as a whole.

When

t,he

broken down into the two categories of

Caucasian and non-Caucasian, both groups stated that being

physically safe was of primary importance. For Caucasian girls
this was f ol-l-owed by having contact with f arnily members,
educational- prograrnming, and vocational programming in that

order. For non-Caucasian girls the component of physical safety
was followed by vocational programming, having choices within the
program, and access to health care. Having a program which

was

sex-segregated was found to be the least important for both
groups of girls.

As noted by I,Iaslow and others, (Myers,

198 9 )

physical

saf

ety

and survj-val are basic human needs; therefore, it is congruent

that both groups of girls wouLd rate this component as being of
primary importance. The findings are consistent with the
Irterature in regard to the emphasis on educatj-onal- and
vocational s kiIl s development and contact with f amily mernbers .
One of

the motivations for this research was to give girls the
opportunity to have input into the design and implementation of

Gender

the

programming which

Specific

they receive. The findings
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show

that girls

feel it is important to have choices about the programming in
which they are placed.
When

subj

the components of programming are sub-categorized, the

ects as a whole reported that components addressing issues of

physical- health were of primary importance, followed by education
and s kil-Is development, social supports, self -concept, and mental

health in that order.

When

controlling for age, the subjects in

the age category of 14-16 years of age reported that program
components addressing physical health were of primary importance.
Subjects in the age category 17-19 years stated that components
addressing education and skiIIs devel-opment were of primary
importance .

Subjects in this age category of L7-19 years are approaching
the stage of lif e in wh j-ch they will be leaving their parent' s
home and becoming

self-sufficient.

Obtaining educational

qualifications and employment skilIs may be deemed necessary
these subjects in order to achieve self-sufficiency.

by

the components of cultural awareness and
pride with addressing issues of discrimination, one might
When combining

conclude that non-Caucasian girls are the target of

discriminations more often than are Caucasian girIs. Thus, they
would place a high l-eveI of importance on those components.
However, surprisingly, the Caucasian subjects rated these

Gender Speci-f
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slightly more important t,han did non-Caucasian

.

The researcher also expected that non-Caucasj.an girls woul-d

rank the component addressing rel-igion and spirituality
important than Caucasian girls.
and spirituality

as more
Lum (1996) states that t'Religion

represent external and internal values for

people of col-or" (p. 56) . chestang (Lum, l-996) states that
relrgious institutions *'serve the psychological purpose of

strengthening the individual in the face of his impotence against

the social structure and the sociopolitical function of providi-ng
an outlet for his talents and abilities as well as furnishing a
focal point for community organization" (p. 56) . However,
Caucasian girls ranked the component of spirituality and religion
as slightly higher in importance than did non-Caucasian gi11s.
It is also of interest to note that the subjects ranked the
component of having a female role model higher than that of
having a male role model. Having a female role model- was ranked
22nd of 31 while having a male role model was ranked ZTth of 31.

Limitations
The sample used in this study was purposive and the findings

cannot be general j- zed to all_ adolescent fema]es who are on
probation.
The study was conducted in Ramsey County, which

j-s

Gender Specific Programming

an urban and suburban

l-ocat,

j-on; theref ore, the f indings of this

77

study may not represent the attitudes of rural adolescent

females. The low response rate for this study further reduces
the generalizabil-ity of the findings.
Another limitation of this study is that some of the
research participants may have been unable to read and,/or write.
The survey reguired no writing except for the qualitative
port j-on, but all of the questions did reguire the

sub

j ect being

abl-e to read. This may have contributed to the low response

rate,

to the low response rate r rro statistj-cal analysis was
conducted for this study. The means tests give limited and basic
Due

inf ormation on adol-escent female' s opinions on the importance of
component s of programming, but a larger sample need.s to be
surveyed and further statistical

evaluation conducted to obtain

more in-depth findings.

ImpIi cati ons for Practice
The purpose of this study was to determine which components

of juvenile correctional programming adol-escent females fel-t were
most necessary j-n order to rneet their neecis. The findings of
this study are that girls want t.o feel physically safe in a

Gender Specific Programming

program and want programming, which addresses educational and

12

vocationa] skills development. AJso, the girls reported that
continued contact with family members was important.
Programs which are designed

for adolescent females within

the corrections system shou1d take into consideration the
oplnions of the girls being served. Thj-s in itself may increase
the girl' s feelings of power and control as well- as self-worth
and sel-f-esteem. By tistening to the thoughts and opinions of
adolescent girls,

and by better understanding their needs,

programming may be developed which

will be effective in reducing

recidivism in juvenile female offenders.
If programs are to be effective in addressing the needs of
adolescent females they must first ensure that these girls are
physj-ca1Iy safe within the program. This means that the program
must be f ree from exploitive staf f rnembers. Also, programs

staffed by professionals who are abl-e to address the
behaviors of alL of the clients within the program to ensure that
there is no peer to peer vj_ctimization.
shoul-d be

Programs serving adoLescent

gj-rls must have a strong focus
on educat j-onal and vocat j-onal- s kil-Is devel-opment . Educational
programming must include special education j-n order to address
the delays in educational development that are common to
adolescent female of fenders. Vocational skj-J.Is training should

Gender
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include the exposure to non-traditional careers and should focus
on sel-f -suf f iciency.

Program developers must consider the Location of the program

1n regard to the maintenance of contact between the girls
served and their family members. Family members should
encouraged to becorne a vital

being
be

part of the program and continued

contact between family members must be ensured.
Although the subj ects reported that having a program that is
sex-segregated was of least importance, the research indicates

that girl' s needs are better addressed in an all-

f ernale

environment. This discrepancy may be due to the fact that
adolescents are in the stage of life

where they are learning

how

to relate to the opposite sex and are becoming interested in
romantic and sexual relationships with members of the opposite
sex

'

Due to this adolescent girls

environment as dissatisfying

may perceive an all-fernaLe

(Kaluger & Kaluger, 1gg6).

The subj ects did rank the component of having a f emale rol-e
model as being more important than a male role modeL which is

consistent wit,h research.
abilities,

Women

of differing

and personal- characteristics

mentors and role models for the girls.

ages, ethnicities,

should be availabfe

as
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Recomrnendations

for Further

Research

Research needs to be conducted to determine which components

of programming are most effective in reducing recidivi-sm rates in
adolescent female offenders. Lindgrren (1996) conducted a study
Eo determine how practitioners

and professionaLs who design,

implement, and practice in programs for adolescent females define
gender-specific programming. Lindgren' s study outlines which
components the practitioners

and professionals felt

were most

important in meeting the needs of adolescent gir1s.

This current

study outlines which components the adolescent girls

themselves

feel are most 5-mportant. The next logical

step would be to

design and implement programming based on these two studies, and
then evaluate for rates of recidivism.
The response rate for this study was low and therefore the

findings of this study cannot be generalized to all adolescent
girls on probation. It would be beneficial to duplicate this
study using a larger sample size which would include girls of
varying ages, racial and ethnic backgrounds, and socioeconomic
backgrounds. It would al-so be beneficial

to duplicate this study

in a suburban and rural environment.
It may also be of interest

to determine the differences in

responses to the survey by non-delinquent adolescent females
compared with delinquent ad,olescent females. This wouJd help

Gender Specif ic Programrning
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identify which issues are delinquency-based and which are
relevant to girls in general.
Within the fieLd of juvenile corrections there is some
disagreement on whether girl's programming needs differ from
boy' s programming needs. It may. be useful to duplicate this
study using a sample of adolescent male offenders also assigned
to a prohat j-on of f icer in Ramsey County. This may determine
di f f erences in the programming needs of delinquent ad.olescent
femares compared with derinquent adolescent ma1es.
The category of Ievel of offense was disregarded for this

study. The riterature suggests that there may be some
differences between the characteristics and needs of girls
a

re s tatus

of f enders and

girl s who cornmi t

mi

who

sdemeanor and f elony

offenses. ft would be beneficial to use the variable of level of
offense to determi-ne whether there are differing responses for
status offenders than for criminar offenders.
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Appendix A
Concepts and Terms

Adolescent Female: a person who is determined to
biologically
n

i

ne

teen years

Age Group

e

female and who is chronologically

Grou

Jt1 .
Itr.

of

be

eleven to

age.

chronological age of eleven to thirteen years.

#2: chronologicai- age

of fourteen to sixteen

years.
Age Grou p #3: chronological age of seventeen to nineteen

years.
Components

of Programming: The way by which the program is

designed and staffed in regard to how it addresses the issues
invol-ved with adolescent female delinquency
The thirty-one components of juveni-Ie correctional
programming included in t.he survey are the dependent variabl-es.
These can be grouped into four sub-categories:

Education and Skill-s Development: C omponents of programming
through which adol-escent females are taught crj-tica1

thinking skiIls applied to their daily life situatj.ons.
Thi s group includes s ix survey gues tions .
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Self-Concept:

C

omponents of programming through which

adolescent females are given the opportunity to explore
enhance pos j-tive

B9

and

feelings about themselves. This group

includes nine survey questions.
Social Supports:

Com ponents

of programming through which

adolescent females obtain and maintain positive connections

with adults and other adolescents. This group incl-udes
seven survey guestions.

Physical- Health:

C

omponents of programming through which

adolescent f emale' s

phys

j-cal health and. well_ being is

addressed- This group incrudes three survey questions.
Mental

of programming through which
adorescent f ernal-e' s mentar health and welr being is
addressed. This group incl-udes six survey guestions .
Heal t.h

:

C

omponents
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Appendix

B

Research Tool-

SURVEY
Hi, my name is Gail and I am trying to find out what you think is
important for a correctional program to offer you.
A correctional prognam is any program that your probation officer
(PO), social worker, or judge places you in.
Here is a list of the programs you might have been placed in:
Home A Shelter
JDClDercnrton

A Group

St. Croix

Carnp Woodland Hills Chamberlain Acadenry
Acadcmy
Any other court ordered program

Forest Ridge

On this page is a list of iterns that a prognam can offer you. Please read
through each item on the list Then grve each item a score of either:
Not Importtrnt

12

345

Important

6789

Very Imponant
10

You glYe the score by circling the number which best fits how you feel
about the question. Please circle only one nurnber for each item.

For exfimple:
If I felt it was important to talk

on the phone with friends while in a program

I would circle number 9 or 10.
Here's how I might fill in my answer:

ITEM: Talk on the phone with friends
Not Imponanr

t2

Important

345

6789

Very Important

l0

If

I felt is was not important to have magazines to read while in a progra:n I
would circle number 1.
Here's how I would flll in my answer:
Not

Important

t?345678910

Important

V.ry Important
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Now its your turn, remember to circle only one number for each item.

When you are in a program, how important is tt for you

to:
ITEM

Not

Important Impoilant
2

3

for I

2

345678910

3) develop your self-esteem I
and confidence

2

345678910

4) talk about self-mutilatior/ I
huning or cutting yourself

2345678910

safe

I

2) feel emotionally cared

1) feel physically

5) have choices about

4

5

6

Yery Importaut

7 I

I

l0

12345678910

your life
6) build friendships
and/or relationships

r2345678910

7) talk about sexuality

12345678910

8) discuss feelings of
sadness or depression

12345678910

9) discuss thoughts
about suicide

12345678910

prejudices, I

Z

l0) discuss
3
stereorypes, racism, sexism, flfld discrimination
1l) have access to health

45678910

12345678910

and medical care

l2)learnwaystodeal I

z

3

4

5

6

j

g g

lo

?

3

4

5

6

7 g g

lo

3

4

5

6

7

g

l0

with being emotionally stressed out

l3)haveyourfamily I

visit you, telephone you, and write you letters

l4)receiveinformationon

I

z

g
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dealing with violence (in your home, coilrmunity, school, & dating)

l5)

12345678910

Iearn about

pregnancy & parcnting

l6)haveaprogramfor 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

g

l0

9

l0

girls only, separate from the boys program

12345678910

17) have staff who listen
to your thoughts and ideas
18) Iearn to be

23456789r0

comfortable I

with your body and your looks

12345678910

19) iearn how to solve

problems

2345678910

20) have an adult
I
female as a role model or friend

12345678910

2l ) have an adult male
as a role model or friend
22) talk about abuse
(physical, sexual, emotional)

2345678910

1

23

) discuss spirirualiry
and/ or religion

|

2

3

4

5

6

7 I

24)learntomanageanger

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

g

g l0

2S)developyourtalenrs I

z

3

4

5

6

j

g

g

l0

26) Iearn culnrral awareness I
and pride

2345678910

Z7)feellikeyouhave I

z

g

3

4

5

6

7

g

lo

many people to talk to when you have problems

28)havephysicalacriviry,

I

z

3

4

5

6

7 g g

10

z

3

4

5

6

7 8 9

l0

gym time, sports
29) learn

independenr I

living skills/ learn how to live on your own
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30) continue your education/ I
attend school or classes
31) learn job skill#have
job training

Please

2

3

4

5

6

7 8 9

l0

12345678910

write in any other items you feel are important for programs to have:

TVhat is your age? Please circle

1l

t2

13 14 15 16 t7

t8

19

What is your ethnic background/race? please circle
CaucasianAfirhite African American/Black Asian/Flmong
Hispanic/Latino

American Indian/
Native American

Multi-Racial
(two or more different races)

Please circle which offenses you have been charged

with:

Status Offense (running away from home or truancy/not going to school regularly)

Misdemeanor
Felony

Would you Iike a copy of the results of this study? If yes, please fill in the postcard
provided and mail it separately from your survey.

Thank you so much for taking
time to fill out this sunley
LAST PAGE
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Appendix

C

,+UGSBTJRG
l,il,,1,i;ltiiii,,1

fiiirrl.i, qlrflii,l;il;,

u,
C.O.L.LrfrQrf
February 20, 1997

TO:

Gail Grogan
1207 Danfortlpt. rl, z
St. Paul MN 55117

Rita R. Weisbrod, Ph.D.
Chair
lnstitutional Heview Board
612-330-1 227 or F$( 61

FHOM

1649

E-mail: weisbrod@augsburg.edu
HE: Your IRB application: 'DefiniUon of Gender-Specific Programming as Defined by Adolescent Girls
in Conections'
I have received the changes to your proposal dated February 14, :l997. You do not specificalty address
Condition 1 in the letter sent by Bridget Robinson-Riegler fdlowing our consideration of your application
at the meeting of January 31. I assume from the changes on page 4 that the pre-testwill be conducted
only on girls in detention at the Hamsey County Detention Center with whom you do not have a
professional and supervisory relationship. I note that you have permission of the Juvenile Division
Director who has authority to grant this access to detainees.

I am pleased to report that your project now has IRB approval.

Your IRB approval number is g6-35-

3.

This approval number should appear on participant - related

material.

For the return of surveys and postcards, I have assigned you College Box # 408 and 40g. Beturn
envelopes should be addressed to you at this box number, Augsburg Cdlege, 2211 Riverside Avenue,
Minneapolis MN 55454. Mail room hours are 9:30 a.m. to 4#30 p.m. Monday through Fridays. lf
needed, you may call the Mail Room regarding pick-up of surveys (gg0-1119).
lf there are substantive changes to your proiect yvhich change your procedures regarding ttre use of
human subiects, you should report them to me by phone (612-330-1 2271or in writing so that they may
be revierved tor possible increased risk. Good luck to you in your research project!
Copy: Edyvard Skarnulis, Thesis Adviser

221 1 Riversrde Avenue

. Minneapolis, MN 55454 . Tel. (612) 330-1000 . Fax
{6.12)

330-1 649
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Appendix

a
D

RAMSEYCOUNTY

D

Community Comections llepattuent

BOYS'

ToTEM ToCN 2924262

Frznl Hocch, Superintendent

James H. Hayes, Juveniie Division Director

JIJVENIIJ DETEHTION 298S950
Hichaei St€ph?G, Superintcndent
JLTE }f ILE SE RVICE CEI{IE H
180 St. Petcr Strret

St. Paul, MN 55102

.

TeL (612) 29&6930

.

fa*

(612) 29&6S{{

January 2L,

1997

Rita l{eiserod, Chair. f .R.B.

Augsburg College
2,211 Riverside Ave.

Minneapolis, lrlN 55454

Re:

Research

project hy Gail

Grogan

Dear IrIs. t+eisbrod:

This letter is to confirm that Gail Grogan has received
permission from the Ramsey County Juvenile probation DEpartment
to
conduct a researclr_ nrgject within our agenc! focusing oir issues
relative to juvenile fEmate offenders.
This research p{o j ect _will involve the maili.ng of a
survey. to ttl!. Parent( s ) of al] female
juveniles currentiy on
probation within oqr ggengy. This maiiing will explain
tfre nature
of.this project and clearly state that paiticipatiEn-ii UotU
voluntary ?nd anorrJrmous. rue actual nailing witt be done by a
volunteer-in-corrections within our agency, so that the names and
addresses of these juveniles will not-be iilleased to H;. Grogan.
The issues relative to juvenile fenale offenders
the
services available to them within-our juvenire-juiiice-iist**andare
important lssues .Fgd.y. Because our sistem-ii a&fi;t"a'Ey an Bgt
male clientele with
more serious offenie patterns, g;;Gr-ipEciiiJ
Plogramming for juvenile female offenders- often bec6mei-ir,afterl.hought. rt is ouf t_,opg that this reiearch-F;t;"t-*ifr
only be a useful paf! of Ga-i1 's graduate educati"-"1 -6"t-ttrit not
can ?lPg prove beneficial to our agency's senriie Aefinery-to itthis
population.
please feel fr ee to contact me at 298-8934 if you have
any further questions or concerns .
Sincerely,
yes

Ie Divis LI on

trhrre+otr's

Eir*Eoe f,de

pnnt.rl6 lt$rdGl FFrri$

Couuty

rEininuJnd !0I FrrOnrnqrcarar

&
..-_

ffi

rector
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Appendix
Components Organized

E

by Sub-Category

Physical- Health
L)

feel physically safe

11)

have access to health and medical care

28)

have physical activity,

gyrn ti-me, sport

s

Mental Health
8)

talk about self-mutilation/hurting or cutting yoursel-f
discuss feelings of sadness or depression

e)

discuss thoughts about suicj.de

L2)

learn ways to deal with being emotionally stressed out
receive information on dealing with violence (in your

4)

14

)

home, community, school, & dati.g)
//.

)

taL

k about abuse (physical, sexual, emotional

Education and
1s)
10\

24)

S

kil-1"

s

Deve1 opment

learn about pregnancy & parenting
l-earn how to soJve problems
learn to manage anger

)
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29)

Iearn independent living skilIs,/learn how to live
your

30)
31)

E

on

own

continue your education/attend school or cJasses
Iearn j ob s kiIls,/have j ob tra j-ning

qc t q_I_Support s

2)
6)

13)

17

)

20)

2t)
?'7

\

feel emotionally cared for
bui Id f riendships and / or rel,ationships
have your family visit you, t€lephone you, and write
you letters
have staff who listen to your thoughts and ideas
have an adult female as a rore model or friend
have an aduLt male as a rol-e model or friend
f eel- Ii ke you have many people to tal k to when you have
problems

Self-Concept
s)

develop your self-esteem and confidence
have choj-ces about your 1ife

?)

t.al k about sexuality

10)

discuss prej udices, stereotypes, racism, sexi
di s criminat ion

3)

sm,

arrd
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16)

have a program for girls onIy, separate from the boys
program

18)
4J

)

2s)
26)

learn to be comfortable with your body and your looks
discuss spirituality and/or religion
develop your tafents
Iearn culturaL awareness and pride

Ar.rgshui'g ecllege

LinCtil [-ii:r;iry
Mlnneapulis, fiN 55454

